Nanoparticle stability in semidilute and concentrated polymer solutions.
The wetting of PDMS-grafted silica spheres (PDMS- g-silica) is connected to their depletion restabilization in semidilute and concentrated PDMS/cyohexane polymer solutions. Specifically, we found that a wetting diagram of chemically identical graft and free homopolymers predicts stability of hard, semisoft, and soft spheres as a function of the bulk free polymer volume fraction, graft density, and the graft and free polymer chain lengths. The transition between stable and aggregated regions is determined optically and with dynamic light scattering. The point of demarcation between the regions occurs when the graft and free polymer chains are equal in length. When graft chains are longer than free chains, the particles are stable; in contrast, the particles are unstable when the opposite is true. The regions of particle stability and instability are corroborated with theoretical self-consistent mean-field calculations, which not only show that the grafted brush is responsible for particle dispersion in the complete wetting region but also aggregation in the incomplete wetting region. Ultimately, our results indicate that depletion restabilization depends on the interfacial properties of the nanoparticles in semidilute and concentrated polymer solutions.